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"Duvall is fast proving to be a major player." --RT Book Reviews Dianne Duvall returns to the world of the Immortal Guardians,
where danger--and desire--make every decision count. . . Krysta is used to getting the drop on vampires. Her "special abilities"
aren't much, but the plan is simple--she plays helpless pretty young thing to lure them in. Then her shoto swords come out and it's
bye-bye, bloodsucker. Until one night she finds herself with an unexpected ally. He's a vampire, all right, but different. Mysterious.
Handsome. And more interested in saving her skin than draining it. Étienne has been an Immortal Guardian for two hundred
years--long enough to know that Krysta is special. He can't stop thinking about her long legs, even more than her short swords.
Then he discovers the vamps she's exterminating have friends in high places, and the Guardians are in danger too. He'll have to
accept Krysta's help to save them. The stakes for a mortal are high. But the cost to his heart might be higher. . . "The Immortal
Guardians series is one you'll want to follow." --The Romance Review "These dark, kick-ass guardians can protect me any day!"
--Alexandra Ivy on Darkness Dawns "Whizzing along at light speed. . .this sophomore effort sizzles." --Publishers Weekly on Night
Reigns
In this dazzling, sensual novel, Dianne Duvall beckons readers into a world of vampires, immortals, and humans with extraordinary
gifts. . .where passion can last forever, if you're willing to pay the price. . . Once, Sarah Bingham's biggest challenge was making
her students pay attention in class. Now, after rescuing a wounded stranger, she's landed in the middle of a battle between corrupt
vampires and powerful immortals who also need blood to survive. Roland Warbrook is the most compelling man Sarah has ever
laid hands on. But his desire for her is mingled with a hunger he can barely control. . . In his nine centuries of immortal existence,
no woman has tempted Roland as much as Sarah. But asking her to love him is impossible--when it means forfeiting the world
she's always known, and the life he would do anything to protect. . . "These dark, kick-ass guardians can protect me any
day!"--Alexandra Ivy
Return to New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant's Dark Kings world for a special prequel novella… Three extraordinary
beings, one tangled Fate. Untold power requires unfathomable responsibility. But it also brings danger, sacrifice, heartache, and
many tough decisions. One fateful day and the choices and actions therein have the power to ripple across time, affecting more
people than ever imagined. Destiny brought them together. Fate tore them apart. But time may heal all wounds.
Hunter of the undead and master executioner Zacarias De La Cruz returns to Peru where he finds betrayal, vengeance and the
consequences of his family's bloody legacy in this new novel from the New York Times best-selling author of Dark Peril. Reprint.
500,000 first printing.
The Dark-Hunters are ancient warriors who have sworn to protect mankind and the fate of the world is in their hands. . . He is
solitude. He is darkness. He is the ruler of the night. Yet Kyrian of Thrace has just woken up handcuffed to his worst nightmare: An
accountant. Worse, she's being hunted by one of the most lethal vampires out there. And if Amanda Devereaux goes down, then
he does too. But it's not just their lives that are hanging in the balance. Kyrian and Amanda are all that stands between humanity
and oblivion. Let's hope they win.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan plunges readers into the darkest recesses of the mind as a man and a
woman discover the terrifying power—and the forbidden passion—that could destroy them both in the first novel in the GhostWalker
series. The brainchild of renowned scientist Peter Whitney and his brilliant daughter, Lily, the GhostWalker experiment was
created to enhance the psychic abilities of an elite squadron, transforming their natural telekenetic powers into a unique military
weapon. But something has gone wrong... In the isolated underground, the men have been dying, victims of bizarre accidents.
Captain Ryland Miller knows he is next. When Dr. Whitney himself is murdered, Ryland has only one person left to trust: the
beautiful Lily. Possessed of an uncanny sixth sense herself, Lily shares Ryland’s every new fear, every betrayal, every growing
suspicion, and every passionate beat of the heart. Together, they will be drawn deeper into the labyrinth of her father’s past...and
closer to a secret that someone would kill to keep hidden.
Return to the "utterly addictive" (RT Book Reviews), "fast-paced and humorous" (Publishers Weekly) world of New York Times
bestselling author Dianne Duvall's Immortal Guardians. Dana Pembroke has been able to glimpse the future of those she touches
for as long as she can remember. But she never saw Aidan coming. When the tall, dark Celt with the charming grin yet worldweary eyes walks through her door, the future she sees for him is one full of violence, danger, deception... and passion. Because
amidst the terrifying battles that unfold in her visions, she also sees herself in Aidan's arms and in his bed. Dana knows she should
keep her distance, but the tender moments and laughter they share entice her even as she finds herself thrust into a world of
vampires, immortals, and other preternatural beings. Immortal Guardian Aidan O'Byrne has been hunting and slaying psychotic
vampires for nearly three thousand years, so visions of bloody battles don't trouble him. The battles Dana foresees, however,
show Aidan's brethren turning against him, so he can't help but feel alarmed. While he spends as much time as he can with Dana,
struggling to decipher her dire predictions, Aidan finds himself utterly smitten. Hope rises that he has finally found a woman who
can banish the darkness and loneliness that plague him. But when vampires begin targeting Dana and a powerful enemy spawns
chaos, will fate grant them time to find happiness together?
When the topic of grandchildren comes up during a weekly sewing circle the matriarchs of the founding families seek out the witch
Elder to scry to see if their sons have mates. They are shocked to discover that many of their son's mates are out in the world and
are human! Fearing that their future daughter in laws will end up dead before being claimed and providing them with grandchildren
to spoil, they convince their own mates that something must be done. After gathering all of the warriors together in a fake award
ceremony the witch Elder casts a spell to pull the warrior's mates to them, whether they want it or not. Aiden McKenzie is adamant
that he doesn't need a mate and that she would only get in the way. He doesn't have time to coddle a female. He likes his world
run with military precision. Little does he realize, Fate is sending him his mate first! He meets his destined mate Meryn Evans and
things go downhill from there. She is the embodiment of chaos. In the first twenty-four hours she kicks, screams and knocks her
bear shifting mate unconscious. Eventually they discover that life before finding each other may have been good, but life
afterwards is perfect, even if it involves super soaker battles and accidentally discharging hand grenades. Unfortunately the joy of
their mating is overshadowed when Aiden and Meryn find themselves embroiled in a missing persons case assigned to Aiden by
the Lycaonian Council. By assisting Aiden, Meryn finds herself the focus of a demented killer. Can Aiden and the elite warriors
from the Alpha Unit keep Meryn safe? Or did Fate bring her to Lycaonia to die?
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New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings readers the first novel in a thrilling new sci-fi romance series full of action,
intrigue, humor, and happily-ever-afters.Taelon searches the galaxy for his younger sister, who mysteriously disappeared while on
a diplomatic mission. When an ally reveals that she was seized and is being held prisoner on Earth, Taelon descends upon the
blue planet, intent on freeing her and exacting vengeance. However, all does not go as planned. Before he can find her, Taelon is
captured and becomes the subject of torturous experiments. For what feels like an eternity, all he knows is pain and fury... until a
mind tentatively touches his own and a woman's voice forever changes his world.After suffering tragic losses, Lisa is finally
beginning to carve out a future for herself when chance sends her to the Anomalous Cognition Research Institute. What at first
appears to be a benign organization seeking participants for a psychic study instead turns out to be a government facility harboring
a much darker intent. Lisa discovers this too late and soon becomes the unwilling subject of a terrifying experiment. Just as fear
and desperation threaten to consume her, a deep, compelling voice penetrates the looming insanity and lends her hope.Having
seen only the worst of humanity, Taelon is shocked when Lisa risks everything to free him. Together the two make their escape,
and Taelon finds himself fascinated by the small human woman who-despite all she's suffered-can still laugh and tease and lure
smiles from him. Friendship swiftly grows between them as they work together to evade soldiers intent on capturing them and find
themselves hunted by mystifying preternatural beings. Through it all, Lisa steadfastly remains by his side, stealing more of his
heart each day while she helps him unravel the mystery of his sister's fate. Can they find his sister before the hunters find them? If
they survive their quest, will Taelon have to bid Lisa farewell... or can he coax her into leaving her planet and joining him for the
adventure of a lifetime?
The Immortal Guardians protect the innocent in secret. Sometimes the secret gets out... U.S. law enforcement agent Heather Lane
can read minds. But not the future. The dream of battle and blood that recurs every night must be a fluke, some obscure terror
from her own mind. What its significance might be, she can’t guess: an attack from seven psychotic vampires at once, only
separated from nightmare by an eighth very different immortal. A handsome, brave man fighting at her side, a man she misses
when she wakes. Then the dream comes true. Heather is flung into a war between predators and protectors of humanity, the man
from her dreams beside her again. Except now that she’s awake, she isn’t sure she can trust Ethan, or the shadow organization
he represents. The U.S. military doesn’t trust either of them. But against an onslaught of evil like the one that’s coming, it will take
everything they have just to survive...
Return to the "utterly addictive" (RT Book Reviews), "fast-paced and humorous" (Publishers Weekly) world of New York Times
bestselling author Dianne Duvall's Immortal Guardians. He awakens encapsulated in dirt with no knowledge of how he came to be
there. Riddled with injuries, he can remember neither his past nor who he is. Nor can he remember what he is. But surely no
mortal man could survive being buried deep beneath the earth. All he knows with certainty is that the soothing voice and presence
of the woman moving around above enables him to endure the agony of his wounds. And he will do whatever it takes to be with
her. When Susan first sees the old two-story house for sale, such warmth and longing fill her that--against all reason--she makes
an offer. It will take years of hard work and money she frankly doesn't have to fix up the place. So she can't explain why she
bought it. She also can't explain what compels her to spend hours one night, digging in the basement until she unearths a man. A
man who still lives and breathes despite having been buried alive. A man whose intense brown eyes glow amber with pain,
declaring him far more than ordinary. Susan knows she should keep her distance. He has no memory and possesses gifts that
would make most fear him. But as the two work together to unravel the mystery of his past, she finds herself drawn in by his
teasing nature and tender touch. So much so that she loses her heart to him even as they find themselves hunted by unknown
enemies who are ruthless in their quest to capture them. "Fans of terrific paranormal romance have hit the jackpot with Duvall and
her electrifying series." -RT Book Reviews "Full of fascinating characters, a unique and wonderfully imaginative premise, and
scorching hot relationships." -The Romance Reviews "Fans of paranormal romance who haven't discovered this series yet are
really missing out on something extraordinary." -Long and Short Reviews
To save the future of his entire family, billionaire playboy and shadow rider Ricco Ferraro must find the perfect mate whose
shadow connects with his and finds her in a mysterious woman who is looking for a safe haven from the danger that has stalked
her over the last several months.
Delve into an exciting new stand-alone novel in New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall's "fast-paced and humorous"
(Publishers Weekly), "utterly addictive" (RT Book Reviews) Immortal Guardians series.Nick Belanger can't stop thinking about the
single mother who lives next door. She's smart. She's funny. She's so beautiful he can't stare at her too long for fear his eyes will
start to glow. But Kayla thinks he's just an ordinary guy who works in security. Finding out he instead is a powerful immortal warrior
who hunts and slays psychotic vampires for a living may not go over well, particularly since she has a daughter she doesn't want
to endanger.Kayla Dorman can keep neither her gaze nor her thoughts from straying to the man next door. Who can blame her
really? He is the epitome of tall, dark, and handsome with smart, charming, and honorable thrown in. He's also a few years
younger than her and surely would not be interested in a single mom who hasn't dated since her divorce. At least that's what she
thinks until an accident nearly takes her life and Nick risks all to save her.The dynamics of their relationship swiftly change. The
friendship they've developed over the years deepens into love as the two spend every minute they can together, laughing and
teasing, never suspecting a threat may lurk in the shadows. But that threat soon strikes, making it clear that Nick is the target and
his enemy doesn't care if Kayla gets caught in the cross fire. Though Kayla bravely rises to the occasion and is determined to do
whatever it takes to help Nick defeat his enemy, Nick is terrified of losing her. Can he identify and eliminate his new nemesis
before the man takes everything from him? Praise for New York Times Bestselling Author Dianne Duvall's Immortal Guardians
series"Crackles with energy, originality, and a memorable take-no-prisoners heroine."--Publishers Weekly on Night Reigns"Fans of
terrific paranormal romance have hit the jackpot with Duvall and her electrifying series."--RT Book Reviews"If you love J.R. Ward's
Black Dagger Brotherhood and Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, then you need to put Dianne Duvall and her Immortal
Guardians books in your reading wheelhouse."--Literati Literature Lovers"Full of fascinating characters, a unique and wonderfully
imaginative premise, and scorching hot relationships."--The Romance Reviews"Fans of paranormal romance who haven't
discovered this series yet are really missing out on something extraordinary."--Long and Short Reviews"Paranormal romance fans
who enjoy series like J.R. Ward's Black Dagger Brotherhood will definitely want to invest time in the Immortal Guardians
series."--All Things Urban Fantasy
Sometimes ignorance is bliss. My world has spiraled out of control, but finding my fated mate has brought some clarity. I soon
learn I've been part of this strange world for a lot longer than I've ever known, which rocks my very foundation. Add in the fact that
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the fae dragon king wants Egan and me dead so he can rule both realms -- causing death and destruction at every turn. No matter
what we do, we fall into one trap after another. However, we refuse to lie down because there's so much more at stake than what
meets the eye. We will protect the thunders ... even if it kills us.
Sometimes the next best thing is what you've been looking for all along.... Beth Chandler has spent her whole life pleasing others.
She went to law school to make her grandparents happy. She agreed to marry her workaholic boyfriend, Lucas, to make him
happy. And, despite her fear of boats, she took a ferry to see Lucas's parents just to make them happy. While suffering through a
panic attack on the ferry, Beth meets a tall, sexy stranger who talks her down from her fear--and makes her heart flutter in the
process. Soon, she has a new reason to panic: her gorgeous, blue-eyed rescuer is Lucas's brother, Joe. But could she ever leave
her fiancé for his own brother...even if Lucas is more focused on making partner than on making their relationship work...and even
if Joe turns out to be everything she never knew she wanted?

A new threat faces the world of Erdas in this continuation of the New York Times bestselling series. Something ancient
and evil has awoken from beneath the world of Erdas. Shrouded in shadow and older than memory, just a sliver of its
power can destroy with a touch. Even the spirit animal bond, the sacred link between humans and animals that keeps
Erdas in balance, is under threat. Four young heroes, Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan, are determined to stop it.
Together with their spirit animals, they embark on a desperate journey that takes them deep underground and to the far
corners of the world. As friends and allies fall around them, the four have no choice but to push forward and confront this
darkness. If they stop to look back, they'll see the truth: Evil already has them surrounded.
I'd always been different. I saw objects in the night where others saw emptiness. Large, human shaped shadows, fierce
yet beautiful, melting into the darkness. I collected secrets like other women collected bells; afraid to fully trust lest my
oddities be exposed. Until I saw him. He'd been gliding down the street, unshakable confidence in every step. It wasn't
just that he was breathtakingly handsome with perfect features. Something about him drew me. Sucked my focus to him
and then tugged at my body. As his eyes met mine, I was entrapped. No one had noticed him. He'd been right there, just
beyond the light, but only I had perceived. I had to know if he was real. Or maybe I really was crazy. And even when my
secret box was blasted wide open, dangers hurled at me like throwing knives, I couldn't stop until I unraveled his true
identity. I just had to know.
New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings readers the second stand-alone novel in a thrilling new sci-fi
romance series full of action, humor, and happily-ever-afters.Eliana's life has never been what one might term ordinary.
At least, it hasn't been for a very long time. As a powerful Immortal Guardian, she spends her nights hunting and slaying
psychotic vampires that most of humanity doesn't even realize exist. Then an opportunity arises that instantly makes her
extraordinary existence seem downright boring. The leader of the Immortal Guardians asks her to guard a group of
mortals who are embarking upon a voyage across the galaxy to the planet Lasara. How could she possibly say no?In no
time at all, Eliana is hurtling through space on board a Lasaran battleship and getting to know not one but two alien
races. It's the most exciting adventure of her long life... until the ship is unexpectedly attacked. Amid the chaos and
destruction that follow, she valiantly helps everyone she can before an explosion renders her unconscious. When Eliana
awakens, she finds herself alone, floating in space, clad only in a spacesuit, with no ship in sight. Alone-that is-except for
the warm, deep voice that carries over the comm in her helmet.Commander Dagon and the crew of the Segonian
battleship Ranasura respond to a distress call from their Lasaran allies and join a massive Alliance-wide search-andrescue mission. He quickly achieves communication with a lone Earthling female and races toward her. Every time they
speak, his fascination with her grows and he becomes more desperate to reach her before her oxygen supply runs out.
Her strength, bravery, and humor entice him, even more so when she defies all odds and they meet in person. As he and
Eliana embark upon a quest to find her missing friends, a bond swiftly grows between them that deepens with every
laugh and smile and tender touch they share. But they are not the only ones searching for Earthling survivors. When
Eliana herself becomes the hunted and their enemies begin to close in, can the two of them fight their way to victory, or
will their enemies take everything?WHAT READERS & REVIEWERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE ALDEBARIAN
ALLIANCE SERIES"Full of adventures, sizzling passion, romance and yes kick-ass fighting... I devoured it in one
seating."--Book Dragon"Intense, addictive and brilliant... I want more and frankly; I want it now!"--Caffeinated Reviewer"I
can't express enough how gripping this story was. This could be a movie!"--Obsessive Reading Disorder"Dianne Duvall
once again weaves her magic giving us a tale filled with excitement, romance and introducing us to new friends in a
galaxy far away. Everything about this story was amazing."--eBook Obsessed"The Lasaran has everything I love about
the Immortal Guardians series: snappy dialogue, action, humor, steaminess, and paranormal elements, but now I can
add space travel. Booyah!"--I'm a Voracious Reader"I got exactly what I was expecting from this one: a thrilling, actionpacked, sometimes funny romance that happens to include a hot dude from space... I highly recommend."--Romance
Rehab"Another great read by one of my favorite authors. This is a great start to a new series. Fast paced, with action,
adventure and romance"--Seeing Spots"I definitely can't wait for more . . . Full of action and a sweet unusual love
story."--Read All About It
"Once, Sarah Bingham's biggest challenge was making her students pay attention in class. Now, after rescuing a
wounded stranger, she's landed in the middle of a battle between corrupt vampires and powerful immortals who also
need blood to survive. Roland warbrook is the most compelling man Sarah has ever laid hands on. But his desire for her
is mingled with a hunger he can barely control. In his nine centuries of immortal existence, no woman has tempted
Roland as much as Sarah. But asking her to love him is impossible--when it means forfeiting the world she's always
known, and the life he would do anything to protect..."--P. [4] of cover.
First Betsy Taylor loses her job, then she's killed in a car accident. But what really bites is that she can't seem to stay
dead. And now her new friends have the ridiculous idea that Betsy is the prophesied vampire queen, and they want her
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help in overthrowing the most obnoxious power-hungry vampire in five centuries.
Born in the flames of Heaven's wrath, he's all things sin-ful...and too dangerous to love. An immortal guardian, Aethan's
walked alone for millennia, trapped in a hell of his own, until a feisty mortal crosses his path-a female he shouldn't even
look at, one who shakes the precarious foundations of all that he is-and one who's determined to walk the edge of
danger. She only wants to be normal... All her life, Echo Carter wanted "normal," an impossible feat given that she can
see demons. Now she's determined to hunt down the demonii responsible for the death of her friend-and no man, no
matter how sexy, will stop her-until she discovers a horrifying truth about herself, forcing her to turn to Aethan. But when
two stubborn wills collide, a dangerous passion ignites... As evil closes in, will this warrior overcome his darkest fears and
claim her as his-or lose her to a far more sinister fate.
Local Guild boss and powerful ghost hunter Cooper Boone is everything botanist Elly St. Clair could ask for—the
handsome, strong and silent type. Maybe too silent. For when Guild secrets threaten her career at the college, Elly has to
call off their marriage—and leave small-town life behind... But starting over in the thriving metropolis of Cadence City isn’t
easy, especially when one of Elly’s new friends disappears in the eerie catacombs beneath the streets. Cooper turns up
just in time to help Elly investigate. And as the mystery deepens and dangerous ghost myths and legends come to light,
Cooper makes it clear he intends to stick around—and this time he’s holding nothing back…
Hunter... When it comes to killing vampires, werewolf Cade Thain is the best slayer in the Northwest. So when a witch
hires him to take out a pureblood vamp, the assassin thinks it will be just business as usual. One less vicious vamp on
the streets...one more undead parasite gone from the earth. Then he meets her. Protector... Allison Gray isn't the prey
that Cade expects. Beautiful, innocent, she stirs a dark desire within him. Allison hasn't transformed fully into a vampire,
not yet, and it's Cade's job to make sure that she never does. Allison thinks that he's at her side to keep her safe, but
Cade is supposed to pick the right moment--and kill her. Lover... Killing Allison is soon the last thing that Cade plans. As
she begins the transformation that will turn her into a vampire, her bloodlust and their desire merge in an explosion of
need that neither can control. But Allison's enemies are closing in, and the coming battle will take Cade and Allison
beyond life, beyond love...and into a deadly darkness that waits to claim them both. BOUND IN DARKNESS. Warning:
This novella is a sexy paranormal romance. As such, it contains blood, sex, vampires, and a hot alpha werewolf.
Violence and adult language? Yes, those are included, too. (Word Count: 21,000) BOUND IN DARKNESS is also
available in the FOREVER BOUND anthology that is on sale for $2.99. FOREVER BOUND includes all four BOUND
novellas: BOUND BY BLOOD, BOUND IN DARKNESS, BOUND IN SIN, and BOUND BY THE NIGHT.
From the author of Arranged to Love comes a romantic story of forgiveness, secrets, small towns and second chances. Ten years ago, Todd
Lansing stood over his father's grave, his heart thumping out curses on Sia Collins for causing his death. When he returns to Oberon and
sees Sia again, his heart thumps with a different emotion, one he fights with all the anger he still feels. Sia didn't commit the break–in that
ended up killing Mr Lansing, but to admit that would send her father to jail. She has rebuilt her life in the small town, atoned for her accused
crime, and carved out a niche using her talent with paint to reach out to the community, raise funds, and support her family. When Todd finds
out the truth, he can't understand why Sia won't speak out and clear her name, and it threatens to tear them apart. With her relationship with
Todd on the line, will Sia choose loyalty or love?
Dianne Duvall lures readers into a world of romance and suspense, where love can mean the difference between life and death. . . Dr.
Melanie Lipton is no stranger to the supernatural. She knows immortals better than they know themselves, right down to their stubborn little
genes. So although a handsome rogue immortal seems suspicious to her colleagues, Sebastien Newcombe intrigues Melanie. His history is
checkered, his scars are impressive, and his ideas are daring. But it's not his ideas that have Melanie fighting off surges of desire. . . Bastien
is used to being the bad guy. In fact, he can't remember the last time he had an ally he could trust. But Melanie is different--and under her
calm, professional exterior he senses a passion beyond anything in his centuries of experience. Giving in to temptation is out of the
question--he can't put her in danger. But she isn't asking him. . . "These dark, kick-ass guardians can protect me any day!" --Alexandra Ivy on
Darkness Dawns "Whizzing along at light speed. . .this sophomore effort sizzles." --Publishers Weekly on Night Reigns "Utterly addictive."
--Romantic Times
In the crosshairs of a killer… PI Charlie Dodge may be down, but he’s most definitely not out. He’s still reeling after a series of earthshattering events, so when a desperate woman hires Dodge Investigations to find her missing sister, the head-scratcher of a case is exactly
the distraction Charlie and his steadfast partner, Wyrick, need. Two days prior, Rachel Dean disappeared without a trace from her lockedfrom-the-inside Dallas apartment, and every possible trail has gone cold. Grappling with the fallout of her efforts to dismantle the shadowy
organization Universal Theorem, Wyrick throws herself into her investigative work. Charlie knows his partner can handle herself, but when
she uncovers a past connection that paints a target on her back, the threat of losing her hits Charlie hard. There’s nothing he wouldn’t do to
keep Wyrick safe, but with the clock ticking on a victim they’ve yet to find, it’s only a matter of time before the cold-blooded killer leads them
to a deadly end. The Jigsaw Files Book 1: The Missing Piece Book 2: Second Sight Book 3: Blind Faith Book 4: The Last Straw
That hot guy tied to Lissianna Argeneau's bed? He's not dessert—he's the main course! Lissianna has been spending her centuries pining for
Mr. Right, not just a quick snack, and this sexy guy she finds in her bed looks like he might be a candidate. But there's another, more
pressing issue: her tendency to faint at the sight of blood…an especially annoying quirk for a vampire. Of course it doesn't hurt that this man
has a delicious-looking neck. What kind of cold-blooded vampire woman could resist a bite of that? Dr. Gregory Hewitt recovers from the
shock of waking up in a stranger's bedroom pretty quickly—once he sees a gorgeous woman about to treat him to a wild night of passion. But
is it possible for the good doctor to find true love with a vampire vixen, or will he be just a good meal? That's a question Dr. Greg might be
willing to sink his teeth into…if he can just get Lissianna to bite.
One kiss can change the course of destiny... When ace accountant Sara Keegan decides to settle down and run her quirky aunt's New Age
bookstore, she's not looking for adventure. She doesn't believe in fate or the magic of tarot cards, but when she's saved from a vicious attack
by a man who has the ability to turn into a fire-breathing dragon, she questions whether she's losing her mind—or about to lose her heart. Selfreliant loner Quinn Tyrrell has long been distrustful of his fellow Pyr. When he feels the firestorm that signals his destined mate, he's
determined to protect and possess Sara, regardless of the cost. Then Sara's true destiny is revealed and Quinn realizes he must risk
everything — even Sara's love — to fulfill their entwined fates... "Wow, what an innovative and dazzling world Ms. Cooke has built with this new
Dragonfire series. Her smooth and precise writing quickly draws the reader in and has you believing it could almost be real... I can't wait for
the next two books."—Fresh Fiction “Deborah Cooke has definitely made me a fan. I am now lying in wait for the second book in this
extremely exciting series.”—Romance Junkies “Paranormal fans with a soft spot for shape-shifting dragons will definitely enjoy Kiss of Fire, a
story brimming with sexy heroes, evil villains threatening mayhem, death and world domination, ancient prophesies, and an engaging love
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story...An intriguing mythology and various unanswered plot threads set the stage for plenty more adventure to come in future Dragonfire
stories.”—Bookloons “Cooke, a.k.a. bestseller Claire Delacroix, dips into the paranormal realm with her sizzling new Dragonfire
series...Efficient plotting moves the story at a brisk pace and paves the way for more exciting battles to come.”—Romantic Times *** The
Dragonfire Series of Paranormal Romances Each Dragonfire Novel is a complete romance, but you would probably prefer to read them in
order to follow the story of the Dragon's Tail Wars, the final battle for supremacy between the Pyr and the evil Slayers. The series is complete
with fourteen stories and a companion world guide. 1. Kiss of Fire (Quinn and Sara) 2. Kiss of Fury (Donovan and Alex) 3. Kiss of Fate (Erik
and Eileen) 4. Winter Kiss (Delaney and Ginger) 5. Harmonia's Kiss (a short story about the Dragon's Tooth Warriors) 6. Whisper Kiss (Niall
and Rox) 7. Darkfire Kiss (Rafferty and Melissa) 8. Flashfire (Lorenzo and Cassie) 9. Ember's Kiss (Brandon and Liz) 10. Kiss of Danger (a
Dragon Legion novella featuring Alexander and Katina) 11. Kiss of Darkness (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Damien and Petra) 12. Kiss
of Destiny (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Thad and Aura) 13. Serpent's Kiss (Thorolf and Chandra) 14. Firestorm Forever (Sloane and
Sam, plus Drake and Veronica, and Marcus and Jac. Yes, this book has THREE firestorms and is the big finish.) The three Dragon Legion
novellas are also available in a bundle called The Dragon Legion Collection. There is a world guide Here Be Dragons: A Dragonfire
Companion. The Dragonfire books are also available in three boxed sets of three books each: 1. Dragonfire Quest (Kiss of Fire, Kiss of Fury
and Kiss of Fate) 2. Dragonfire Elixir (Winter Kiss, Whisper Kiss and Darkfire Kiss) 3. Dragonfire Reunion (Flashfire, Ember's Kiss,
Harmonia's Kiss, Kiss of Danger, Kiss of Destiny and Kiss of Darkness) 4. Dragonfire Triumph (Serpent's Kiss, Firestorm Forever) *** The
stories of the Pyr continue in the DragonFate novels, a paranormal romance series featuring dragon shifter heroes and heroines who have
their own powers. This series is in progress: 1. the prequel, Maeve's Book of Beasts 2. Dragon's Kiss 3. Dragon's Heart 4. Dragon's Mate 5.
Dragon's Wolf (May 2022) *** free series starter, free dragon shifter romance, free paranormal romance, free romance, free fantasy romance,
slow burn, dragon, dragon shifter romance, destined mate, action adventure, urban fantasy romance, dragonfire, romantic comedy, outsider,
opposites attract, destined lovers, fated mates, protector, guardian, Ann Arbor, medieval France, Cathars, band of brothers, blacksmith,
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Donna Grant, Thea Harrison, Jennifer Ashley, Christine Feehan, Lara Adrian, G. A. Aiken, Genevieve Jack
When Ami saves an immortal protector from a vicious vampire attack, she finds herself attracted to him, but Marcus, while admiring her
bravery, does not want to take her on as a partner.
Across dimensions . . . A gifted one, Yuri Sokolov was born with the ability to see spirits, but he knows better than to make contact with them.
Yet he’s never seen one as lovely as Cat Seddon, the woman who haunts his home and his dreams. But amid their star-crossed love, a new
danger may have Yuri facing a different kind of eternity. “Book after book, Duvall brings her readers complex, fascinating tales of romance,
danger and loyalty.”—RT Book Reviews “The Immortal Guardians series is one you’ll want to follow.” —The Romance Review “These dark,
kick-ass guardians can protect me any day!” —Alexandra Ivy on Darkness Dawns “Readers will appreciate the rich characterizations and kickbutt action of Duvall’s In Still Darkness.”—Publishers Weekly Previously published in On The Hunt
A collection of four paranormal romance stories includes Nina Bangs' "Ties that bind," in which Cassie Tyler gets drawn into a vampire gang
war while working at a funeral home.
In the ethereal world of dreams, there are champions who fight to protect the dreamer and there are demons who prey on them... Arik is such
a predator. Condemned by the gods to live eternity without emotions, Arik can only feel when he's in the dreams of others. For thousands of
years, he's drifted through the human unconscious, searching for sensation. Now he's finally found a dreamer whose vivid mind can fill his
emptiness. Dr. Megeara Kafieri watched her father ruin himself and his reputation as he searched to prove Atlantis was real. Her deathbed
promise to him to salvage his reputation has now brought her to Greece where she intends to prove once and for all that the fabled island is
right where her father said it was. But frustration and bad luck dog her every step. Especially the day they find a stranger floating in the sea.
His is a face she's seen many times.... in her dreams. What she doesn't know is that Arik holds more than the ancient secrets that can help
her find the mythical isle of Atlantis. He has made a pact with the god Hades: In exchange for two weeks as a mortal man, he must return to
Olympus with a human soul. Megeara's soul. With a secret society out to ruin her expedition, and mysterious accidents that keep threatening
her life, Megeara refuses to quit. She knows she's getting closer to Atlantis and as she does, she stumbles onto the truth of what Arik really
is. For Arik his quest is no longer simple. No human can know of a Dream-Hunter's existence. His dream of being mortal has quickly turned
into his own nightmare and the only way to save himself will be to sacrifice the very thing he wanted to be human for. The only question is,
will he?
Modern-day bounty hunter Bethany Bennett helps her brother track two fugitives to a forest outside of Houston, Texas. But what should have
been a routine apprehension of two bail skippers spirals out of control and ends in violence. After Beth and her brother are both seriously
injured, a mysterious figure suddenly looms over her. And, when the smoke clears, Beth finds herself not only in another place, but in another
time. As Lord Robert, Earl of Fosterly, attempts to identify and track down the nameless enemy who has been plaguing his lands and people
with violence, the most peculiar woman stumbles into his path. Small, vulnerable, yet possessed of a bold, fiery spirit and wicked sense of
humor, she persists in dubbing Robert and his men members of something called a medieval reenactment group . . . until she sees his castle
and labels herself mad. It seems bounty hunter Bethany Bennett has come to him from the future, bringing with her laughter and chaos,
swiftly winning the hearts of his people and inspiring within him a love he thought he would never experience again. But when Robert
discovers a way for her to return to her time, will the love they share be enough to keep them together? + Bonus Scene
Originally published in Predatory In Dianne Duvall's world of Immortal Guardians, the stakes for mortals are high, but the cost—especially to
the heart—might be higher. . . It's not the first time Immortal Guardian Richart d'Alençon has saved a human life from eternal damnation.
Usually, he moves on, a nameless savior like a ghost in the night. But this time he can't seem to forget the woman who rewarded him with a
sensuous kiss after he rescued her from a trio of vampires. While Richart knows that loving a human can only bring trouble, the taste of
forbidden lust is too great to resist. . . Jenna never imagined she'd end up a single mom working overtime to put her son through school. But
she might have daydreamed once that a devastatingly gorgeous Frenchman would sweep her off her feet. Now that a package of tall, dark,
and handsome seems intent on doing just that, doctors are telling her she may not have long to live. But Richart is telling her just the
opposite. All she has to do is abandon her humanity. . . Includes a special sneak peek of Night Unbound "Duvall is a major player." —RT Book
Reviews "The Immortal Guardians series is one you'll want to follow." —The Romance Review 31,000 Words
The #1 New York Times bestselling "queen of paranormal romance" (USA Today) is back with a sexy series starring a Chicago crime family
that hides a dark, mystical secret... Whether it's fast cars or fast women, Stefano Ferraro gets what he wants. When he's not fodder for the
paparazzi, he commands Ferraro family businesses--both legitimate and illegitimate. While their criminal activity is simply a rumor yet to be
proven, no one knows the real truth. The Ferraros are a family of shadow riders capable of manipulating light and dark, an ability Stefano
thought ran in his family alone--until now... With little left to her name, Francesca Cappello has come to Chicago in hopes of a new life. She
wasn't expecting to attract the attention of a man with primal hunger in his eyes, driven to claim her as his to protect and to please. And if he
discovers her secret, it could ruin her...
From the New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed Immortal Guardians series comes an enchanting new series full of romance,
danger, and loyalty: The Gifted Ones Since the day Lord Dillon earned his spurs, rumors of his savagery on the battlefield have preceded him
into every room, stilling tongues and sparking fear. Weary of battle, he wishes only to find a woman he can wed who will approach him not
with fear, but with the tenderness that has been absent from his life for so long. Yet only the wisewoman seems invariably at ease in his
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presence. Perhaps because she garners the same fear in others that he does himself. For seven years, Alyssa has been by Lord Dillon's
side, counseling him from the shadows, healing him with her hands, and staving off the worst of his loneliness while his fearsome reputation
keeps others at bay. Blessed-or cursed-with gifts that label her a sorceress, she is forced to conceal her youth and the love she harbors for
him beneath umbral robes that lead Dillon and his people to believe she is the same aged wisewoman who served his father. All is revealed,
however, and passions flare when an enemy threatens Dillon's life and Alyssa sacrifices everything to save him. When Dillon discovers that
the wisewoman is far from elderly, he is instantly entranced. And, as he and Alyssa work together to defeat an enemy bent on destroying
them both, Dillon will risk anything-even the wrath of his king-to be with her. "Book after book, Duvall brings her readers complex, fascinating
tales of romance, danger and loyalty." -RT Book Reviews
When she starts dreaming about a dark-haired man who has been declared a traitor, Lisette d'Alencon, a warrior against the dark, comes to
his rescue—only to be taken to task by the Immortal Guardians, who blame them both for a plague of super-vamps that seem to have
appeared out of nowhere. Original.
"Seth has led the Immortal Guardians for thousands of years. With them fighting by his side, he has protected humans from psychotic
vampires, defeated corrupt mercenary armies, defended military bases under attack, and more. But the latest enemy to rise against the
Immortal Guardians has proven to be a formidable one, wielding almost as much power as Seth. His goal is simple. He wants to watch the
world burn. And he will use every means at his disposal to accomplish it. Seth and his Immortal Guardians have succeeded thus far in staving
off Armageddon despite heartbreaking losses. But they have never before faced such danger. Leah Somerson has suffered losses of her
own. It has taken her a long time to rebuild her life and find some semblance of peace. Then one night a tall, dark, powerful immortal with
what appears to be the weight of the world on his shoulders stumbles into her shop, and everything changes. Peace and contentment are no
longer enough. Now she wants more. She wants to find happiness. She wants to erase the darkness in Seth's eyes and replace it with love
and laughter. She knows he's different in ways that make most fear him. Even some of his immortal brethren keep a careful distance. But
Leah will not. Nor will she shy away when danger strikes. Contains mature themes."--publisher's description.
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